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CODECASA 45s - M.Y. FRAMURA 2 - F 72

This fast Yacht, launched in Summer 2010, has a propulsion given by two waterjets
KaMeWa 71 S 3 and one booster KaMeWa 63 B 3. Equipped with three engines MTU
2400 HP each, it was designed by Andre Bacigalupo and continues the famous open
Codecasa 35s and Codecasa 41s lines.

In detail, this motoryacht has more space and volume in the relax areas and in the guests
and crew cabins, thanks to a further increasing of the dimensions. Comfort onboard is a
must have even more often required by the guests, but sometimes this brings to dedicate
less space to the crew area. This is not the case; in fact the crew quarters here are located
in the aft area and this new position gives more comfort and volume to the whole boat.

Using the latest new technologies this construction sees the introduction, for the first time,
of a new model of Australian gyrostabilizers, able to increase a lot the comfort on the yacht
while at anchor.

The interiors, classic but in modern key and designed by Arch. Anna Maria and Franco
Della Role in co-operation with Arch. Margherita Gozzi, give a simple aspect to all areas,
with no decorative enrichments. Among the colours here prevails the contrast between the
dark wengé of the floor (in the saloon and in the Lower Deck Owner and Guests areas)
and the light ivory leather used for ceilings, sidewalls, sofas, armchairs, the partition panel
between the saloon and the wheelhouse, all the headboards. Maple paneling is used for
the walls on Lower deck with wengé recalls visible on the bed structures as well. The two
large volumes at the saloon entrance internally offer a number of services. The one on
right side consists of a Day-toilet and of a dumbwaiter able to connect all three decks ; the
one on left side hides a passage for the crew which connects the crew area to the saloon,
this area also offers a wine cellar and a coffee machine. The interior decorative material of
these two volumes is bronze lacquered wood with some shelves in dark Emperador
marble.

The saloon, besides the sofas zone, provides also a gambling table on the right side and a
relax corner with a style coffee table and armchairs, whose vibrant colours recall the
paintings hung on the partition panel. In front of it is the plexiglass dining table, with
basement in wengé, able to accommodate up to ten guests. The partition panel consists of
a fixed part and of two sliding side doors, which, when opened, are a way to reach the
wheelhouse and the guests stairs, while, when closed, they allow much more privacy to
saloon and dining area.

The spacious bridge hidden behind the saloon partition panel has a wonderful view and itis
provided with the most modern navigation and communication equipments.



On Sun Deck there is a second helm station, a relax sofa, a big multi-equipped sunbathing
area and a second alfresco dining table able to seat up to ten people. All this is reachable
by stepping on an ample and comfortable polished stainless steel ladder.

Besides the gyroscope stabilizers, the yacht also offers two innovations outside on Main
Deck: a sunroof in the aft cockpit to give more shadow to the relax area, and an
automatically opening awning in the bow seating area thanks to a hydraulic mechanism
hidden in the structure.

Finally, the yacht is provided with a 6,26 meters Castoldi Tender in the garage and of a
comfortable outside bathing platform.
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